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He invited Lewis, as a scholar, to criticize it. "Of course,'
he said, "I'm not a writer and all that, but I do know about
curlews." They sat down on the edge of the rampart, side
by side. Lewis was careful to criticize nothing but the
prose of the essay, leaving its sentiment unquestioned, for
natural history was Ballater's religion; his knowledge of it
was hedged about with prides and faith, and this writing
was an oblation to his god. Life in the fort marvellously
exposed the lovable and childlike secrets of men. That is
why Ballater bears so patiently with my freak of scholar-
ship, Lewis thought. It must seem a mad waste of life to
him. But he treats me always with the smiling respect
appropriate in country squires towards the men of letters
they have tamed.
"Last time it rained," Ballater said, when the essay had
been folded and put away, "there were no leaves on the
trees." He looked up at a cloudless sky, thinking, perhaps,
of his garden. "It will be good to hear the raindrops
pattering on leaves when it does come. Sounds like sum-
mer. But, as the evenings become lighter," he added,
turning away from Lewis and kicking his heels into the
turf, "it will be harder to escape."
"Are you planning an escape?"
"No, as a matter of fact I'm not—not yet. But it worries
me. I ought to, I suppose. Everyone is. They sit about in
comers making plots; but it's a game more or less; it would
be the devil of a shock to most of them if they found them-
selves on the other side of the barbed wire. That's where
the Dutch are so wily—giving us short leave on parole
bow and then. It keeps people from being bored, and
boredom's at the bottom of most escaping stunts. Aren't
you ever sick of this place? If it weren't for short leave now
and then, and my patch of garden and the birds, I'd go
mad,... Why don't you ever take leave?"
"I have my job here/' Lewis said. "Even you can't take
your garden to the Hague."
"But if we were given permanent parole—there have
pern vague rumours of it—we could Eve where we liked
in HouamL You could do your history even better then/'

